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Abstract
To identify independent factors associated with prolonged hospital length of stay (LOS) in elderly patients undergoing first-time
elective open posterior lumbar fusion surgery.
We retrospectively analyzed the data of 303 elderly patients (age range: 60–86 years) who underwent first-time elective open

lumbar posterior fusion surgery at our center fromDecember 2012 to December 2017. Preoperative and perioperative variables were
extracted and analyzed for all patients, and multivariate stepwise regression analysis was used to determine the variables affecting
the LOS and important predictors of LOS prolongation (P< .001).
The mean age of the patients was 67.0±5.5 years, and the mean LOS was 18.5±11.8 days, ranging from 7 to 103 days. Of the

total, 166 patients (54.8%) were men and 83 patients (27.4%) had extended LOS. Multiple linear regression analysis determined that
age (P< .001), preoperative waiting time ≥7 days (P< .001), pulmonary comorbidities (P= .010), and diabetes (P= .010) were
preoperative factors associated with LOS prolongation. Major complications (P= .002), infectious complications (P= .001), multiple
surgeries (P< .001), and surgical bleeding (P= .018) were perioperative factors associated with LOS prolongation. Age (P< .001),
preoperative waiting time ≥7 days (P< .001), infectious complications (P< .001), and multiple surgeries (P< .001) were important
predictors of LOS prolongation.
Extended LOS after first-time elective open posterior lumbar fusion surgery in elderly patients is associated with factors including

age, preoperative waiting time, infectious complications, and multiple surgeries. Surgeons should recognize and note these relevant
factors while taking appropriate precautions to optimize the modifiable factors, thereby reducing the LOS as well as hospitalization
costs.

Abbreviations: ASA = American Society of Anesthesiologists, BMI = body mass index, COPD = chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease, EBL = estimated blood loss, LOS = length of stay.
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1. Introduction

As global life expectancy increases, the mean age of patients with
painful lumbar degenerative diseases requiring surgery has
significantly increased.[1,2] A growing number of elderly patients
(age >60 years) have multiple lumbar degenerative diseases,
including disc herniation, stenosis, and/or lumbar spondylolis-
thesis.[3] Lumbar posterior fusion is a commonly used surgical
procedure for treating these spine disorders and carries good
patient prognosis as well as low morbidity.[4,5] The average cost
for patients undergoing lumbar fusion has reportedly doubled
over the past decade, and the length of stay (LOS) in the hospital
is closely related to patient hospitalization costs.[6,7] Previous
studies have reported that LOS prolongation is associated with
increased risk of postoperative complications such as postopera-
tive infection, deep vein thrombosis, hospital-acquired infections,
and delirium.[8–13] Therefore, it is important to determine the
factors that affect the LOS to reduce costs, shorten the LOS, and
set a reasonable expectation for patients and providers.
Previous reports in the spine literature on the use of

multivariate analysis to determine the factors affecting LOS
following revision posterior lumbar fusion surgery found age to
be the only significant predictor of longer hospital stays after
revision surgery.[14] To the best of our knowledge, there have
been no studies using multivariate analysis to determine clinical
factors that influence LOS prolongation after elective posterior
lumbar fusion in elderly patients. The aim of this study was to
determine the independent factors affecting the extended LOS in
elderly patients undergoing elective posterior lumbar fusion by
using multiple linear regression analysis.
2. Methods

2.1. Patient cohort

The study identified 303 elderly patients (166males, 137 females)
who underwent first-time elective open lumbar posterior fusion
surgery at our center between December 2012 and December
2017 and reviewed their electronic medical records and charts in
a retrospective, blind manner (see Table, Supplemental Content,
which shows the clinical data for the patient population). The
primary inclusion criteria included patients aged ≥60 years who
were diagnosed with lumbar spondylolisthesis, lumbar spinal
stenosis, disc degeneration, or disc protrusion as confirmed by a
spine surgeon. In an attempt to generate a more homogeneous
population, cases involving tumor, scoliosis, trauma, or infected
fusions were excluded, leaving only cases of degenerative
conditions. Patients with an anterior/posterior combined ap-
proach, minimally invasive technique, or any other unrelated
surgical or emergency procedure were excluded from the
analysis. In addition, patients undergoing secondary revision
surgery or patients with incomplete data were excluded. Patients
who met the criteria were pulled out of the electronic record
based on a search by procedure codes. The information was
entered by one co-investigator and coded tomaintain its integrity.
All patients who met the criteria of undergoing elective lumbar
posterior fusion surgery were included in the database. The
institutional review board of our center approved this study.
2.2. Clinical data

We evaluated the clinical demographic data of the selected
patients, including age, gender, preoperative waiting time, body
2

mass index (BMI), presence or absence of smoking, and alcohol
abuse. Other preoperative variables collected included the
American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) score, levels
instrumented, and the history of major medical comorbidities
(diabetes and involvement of the cardiovascular, pulmonary,
nervous, and urinary systems). The preoperative waiting time
was defined as the time from admission to the day of surgery, and
was divided into preoperative waiting time more than or equal to
the 75th percentile (increased preoperative waiting time) and
preoperative waiting time less than the 75th percentile (normal
preoperative waiting time) for this cohort. A cardiac comorbidity
was defined as a history of hypertension, congestive heart failure
(within 30 days before admission), coronary artery disease,
myocardial infarction (within 6 months before admission),
previous percutaneous coronary intervention or angina (within
1 month before admission), previous cardiac surgery, atrial
fibrillation, cardiac murmur, or arrhythmia. A pulmonary
comorbidity was defined as a history of chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease requiring ventilator-assisted respiration
within 48hours before surgery or current pneumonia, chronic
bronchitis, asthma, or pulmonary embolism. A neurological
comorbidity was defined as impaired sensorium, coma for more
than 24hours, hemiplegia, paraplegia, quadriplegia, tumors
involving the central nervous system, or a history of transient
ischemic attacks or cerebrovascular accidents. An urinary system
comorbidity was defined as a history of prostate disease, tumor
involving the urinary system, or urinary calculi requiring
hospitalization.
Perioperative variables collected included operative time,

intraoperative estimated blood loss (EBL), multiple surgery,
and postoperative complications. Operative time was defined as
the time from the first incision to the closure of the postoperative
dressing, and was divided into operative time more than or equal
to the 75th percentile (extended operative time) and operative
time less than the 75th percentile (normal operative time) for this
cohort. Intraoperative EBL included blood loss in the dressing
and the volume of blood drawn or recovered in the aspiration
container, details of which were collected from the anesthesia
record. Multiple procedures were defined as the need to return to
the operating room due to any complications that occurred after
the surgery. Postoperative complications were divided into major
complications and infectious complications. Major complica-
tions were defined as any organ space infection, respiratory
complications (pneumonia, unplanned intubation, or ventilator
dependence), cardiac complications (cardiac arrest or myocardial
infarction), cerebrovascular accidents with neurological deficits/
stroke, sepsis or septic shock, postoperative cerebrospinal fluid
leakage, failed back surgery syndrome (FBSS), pulmonary
embolism, deep vein thrombosis, acute renal failure, return to
the operating room, or death. Infectious complications
include urinary tract infections and superficial or deep wound
infections.
2.3. Length of stay

The study endpoint was the hospital LOS, defined as the number
of calendar days from admission to discharge. For univariate
analysis, patient LOS was classified as normal LOS (<75th
percentile LOS) or extended LOS (≥75th percentile LOS).[15] For
multivariate analysis, the LOS was considered a continuous
variable so that the magnitude of the impact of each predictor on
the LOS could be determined.



Table 1

General information and clinical characteristics of patients after
posterior lumbar fusion.

Variables N (%)

Total patients 303(100)
Sex
Male 166(54.79)
Female 137(45.21)

Age (yr)
<70 206 (67.99)
≥70 95 (32.01)

BMI (kg/m2)
<18.5 24 (7.92)
18.5-24 210 (69.31)
≥24 69 (22.77)

Preoperative waiting time ≥75th percentile (7 d)
No 227 (74.92)
Yes 76 (25.08)

Smoking history
No 241 (79.80)
Yes 61 (20.20)

Alcohol history
No 261 (86.14)
Yes 42 (13.86)

Cardiovascular comorbidity
No 179 (59.08)
Yes 124 (40.92)

Pulmonary comorbidity
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2.4. Statistical analysis

SPSS Statistics Version 22.0 (IBM, Chicago, IL) was used for all
statistical analyses. Descriptive statistics are expressed as mean
and standard deviation. Univariate analysis of the hospitalization
time of the two groups using independent sample t tests,
comparison of the hospitalization time of multiple groups using
variance analysis or Brown-Forsythe analysis, and pairwise
comparison using Bonferroni correction or the Tamhane test
were performed. The Brown-Forsythe test determines whether
the mean of each group is equal using the statistics of the Brown-
Forsythe distribution. The Brown-Forsythe distribution has no
requirement for the homogeneity of the variance. When the
distribution of the dependent variables does not meet the
requirements for homogeneity of variance, the Brown-Forsythe
test is more suitable than the analysis of variance. The Tamhane
test is a nonparametric test that applies to the unequal variance of
the 2 populations.[16] The hospitalization time extension rates
were compared using the chi-square test and the Fisher’s exact
test was used when the chi-square test was not satisfactory;
Bonferroni correction was further used for pairwise comparisons.
Multivariate linear stepwise regression analysis was performed
using LOS as a continuous outcome variable. All tests were
2-tailed and factors with a P value< .05 were considered
statistically significant and were included as potential risk factors
in multivariate analysis to determine significant independent risk
factors for extended LOS.[8]
No 278 (91.75)
Yes 25 (8.25)

Diabetes
No 266 (87.79)
Yes 37 (12.21)

Neurological comorbidity
No 284 (93.73)
Yes 19 (6.27)

Urinary system comorbidity
No 277 (91.42)
Yes 26 (8.58)

ASA score 3/4
No 135 (44.55)
Yes 168 (55.46)

Operative time ≥75th percentile (230 min)
No 223 (73.60)
Yes 80 (26.40)

No. levels
1 33 (10.89)
2 85 (28.05)
3 160 (52.81)
3. Results

3.1. General information and clinical data

The average age of the 303 patients was 67.0±5.5 years (mean±
standard deviation), ranging from 60 to 86 years. The average
LOS was 18.5±11.8 days, ranging from 7 to 103 days.
According to the definition of extended LOS as greater than
or equal to the 75th percentile LOS, 83 patients (27.4%) were
classified as having extended LOS. Table 1 shows the clinical
characteristics of the patient population, including demographic
characteristics and patient comorbidities.
Comorbid conditions included cardiovascular comorbidity

(n=124, 40.9%), pulmonary comorbidity (n=25, 8.3%),
diabetes (n=37, 12.2%), neurological comorbidity (n=19,
6.3%), urinary system comorbidity (n=26, 8.3%). Postoperative
complications occurred in 74 patients (24.4%), including 47
patients (15.5%) with major complications and 52 patients
(17.2%) with infectious complications.
≥4 25 (8.25)
Intraoperative EBL (mL)
<500 180 (59.41)
500-1000 95 (31.35)
≥1000 28 (9.24)

Multilevel procedure
No 277 (91.42)
Yes 26 (8.58)

Infectious complications
No 251 (82.84)
Yes 52 (17.16)

Major complications
No 256 (84.59)
Yes 47 (15.51)

ASA=American Society of Anesthesiologists, BMI=body mass index, EBL= estimated blood loss.
3.2. Univariate analysis

A non-adjusted univariate correlation analysis of patient LOS
and LOS extension rate was performed to test the effect of each
preoperative variable and perioperative variable on the LOS.
The results of all analyses can be seen in Table 2. From the
univariate analysis, the important risk factors for extended LOS
were age ≥70 years, preoperative waiting time ≥7 days, diabetes
history, cardiovascular complications, pulmonary comorbid-
ities, urinary tract comorbidities, alcohol abuse, extended
surgery time, levels instrumented, intraoperative EBL, ASA
score, multiple surgeries, and postoperative complications
(Table 2).
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Table 2

Clinical characteristics of patient population and univariate
association with LOS and LOS extension rate.

Variables LOS (d) Extended LOS [N (%)]

Sex
Male 19.36±13.94 49 (29.52%)
Female 17.50±8.64 34 (24.82%)
P .157 .361

Age (yr)
<70 14.54±5.83 29 (14.08%)
≥70 26.96±16.25 54 (55.67%)
P <.001

∗
<.001

∗

BMI (kg/m2)
<18.5 17.71±8.07 7 (29.17%)
18.5-24 17.80±12.60 50 (23.81%)
≥24 20.96±10.34 26 (37.68%)
P .151 .079

Preoperative waiting time ≥ 7dx
No 15.78±10.36 35 (15.42%)
Yes 26.70±12.35 48 (63.16%)
P <.001

∗
<.001

∗

Smoking history
No 18.14±11.22 61 (25.31%)
Yes 20.05±14.19 22 (36.07%)
P .262 .093

Alcohol history
No 18.43±12.23 65 (24.90%)
Yes 19.05±9.34 18 (42.86%)
P .754 .015

∗

Cardiovascular comorbidity
No 17.51±13.02 34 (18.99%)
Yes 19.96±9.83 49 (39.52%)
P .078 <.001

∗

Pulmonary comorbidity
No 17.60±9.86 67 (24.10%)
Yes 28.64±23.07 16 (64.00%)
P .026

∗
<.001

∗

Diabetes
No 17.57±11.60 62 (23.31%)
Yes 25.32±11.63 21 (56.76%)
P <.001

∗
<.001

∗

Neurological comorbidity
No 18.27±11.91 75 (26.41%)
Yes 22.11±10.82 8 (42.11%)
P .173 .137

Urinary system comorbidity
No 17.83±11.81 65 (23.47%)
Yes 25.85±10.02 18 (69.23%)
P .001

∗
<.001

∗

ASA score 3/4
No 16.19±11.03 23 (17.04%)
Yes 20.39±12.21 60 (35.71%)
P .002

∗
<.001

∗

Operative time ≥ 230 minx
No 16.67±9.21 48 (21.52%)
Yes 23.66±16.22 35 (43.75%)
P <.001

∗
<.001

∗

No. levels
1 28.73±21.07a 19a (57.58%)
2 18.13±8.66b 24b (28.24%)
3 16.87±9.94b 34b (21.25%)
≥4 16.88±9.82b 6a,b (24.00%)
P <.001

∗
<.001

∗

Intraoperative EBL (mL)
<500 15.52±7.68a 33a (18.33%)

(continued )

Table 2

(continued).

Variables LOS (d) Extended LOS [N (%)]

500-1000 21.25±14.07b 34b (35.79%)
≥1000 28.50±17.46b 16b (57.14%)
P <.001

∗
<.001

∗

Multilevel procedure
No 16.35±7.66 60 (21.66%)
Yes 41.54±21.21 23 (88.46%)
P <.001

∗
<.001

∗

Infectious complications
No 15.43±8.43 39 (15.54%)
Yes 33.38±14.60 44 (84.62%)
P <.001

∗
<.001

∗

Major complications
No 15.42±6.95 44 (17.19%)
Yes 35.36±17.69 39 (82.98%)
P <.001

∗
<.001

∗

ASA=American Society of Anesthesiologists, BMI=body mass index, EBL= estimated blood loss,
LOS= length of stay.
∗
Statistical significance (P < .05).

x7 days and x230minutes is the 75th percentile preoperative waiting time and operative time for this
cohort, respectively.
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3.3. Multivariate analysis

The variables with P value< .05 in the univariate analysis were
selected for multivariate analysis. The collinearity diagnosis was
performed using a variance inflation factor for multicollinearity,
and the result was 0<VIF<10, so there was no collinearity
between the respective variables. The least-squared mean length
of hospital stay for relevant factors in the multivariate analysis
was 18.6±9.4 days. In assessing LOS, multivariate analysis
showed that the variables shown in Table 3 were significant
predictors of LOS prolongation when controlled for other
variables. Preoperative factors associated with extended LOS
included age (P< .001), preoperative waiting time ≥7 days
(P< .001), pulmonary comorbidities (P= .010), and diabetes
(P= .010). Perioperative factors associated with extended LOS
included major complications (P= .002), infectious complica-
tions (P= .001), multiple surgeries (P< .001), and intraoperative
EBL (P= .018). ASA, operative time, and levels instrumented did
not predict the LOS, probably due to the tilt of the first-order case
in our sample.

4. Discussion

With the advent of global aging, degenerative lumbar diseases are
more prevalent in elderly patients (≥60 years) and have become
the most common indication for spinal surgery in them.[17] The
total prevalence of degenerative lumbar diseases in men and
women aged 40 and over in China is about 29.4%.[18] Elective
lumbar posterior fusion is the most common spinal surgery for
the treatment of degenerative lumbar disease, which can
significantly improve pain, mobility, and daily life.[4,5] The
LOS is an important clinical variable and a major determinant of
hospitalization costs. This study was designed to determine the
independent factors affecting LOS prolongation in elderly
patients undergoing first-time elective open posterior lumbar
fusion surgery. In this study, age, preoperative waiting time ≥7
days, infectious complications, and multiple surgeries were
important predictors of LOS prolongation.



Table 3

Multiple linear regression analysis for extended LOS after poster-
ior lumbar fusion.

Variables B SE P

Preoperative
Age ≥ 65 y 4.677 1.116 <.001

∗∗

Pulmonary comorbidity 4.345 1.677 .010
Preoperative waiting time ≥ 7dx 6.742 1.098 <.001

∗∗

Diabetes 4.011 1.538 .010
Perioperative
Intraoperative EBL 1.745 0.736 .018
Multilevel procedure 11.262 2.496 <.001

∗∗

Infectious complications 4.895 1.520 .001
∗∗

Major complications 5.734 1.825 .002

EBL= estimated blood loss, LOS= length of stay, SE= standard error.
∗∗
Important predictors of extended LOS (P � .001).

x7 days is the 75th percentile preoperative waiting time for this cohort.
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LOS prolongation after elective posterior lumbar fusion is
mainly due to the following aspects:
1.
 basic comorbidities of the patient,

2.
 postoperative complications that may require further medical

and/or surgical intervention, and

3.
 differences in physician and/or hospital practice.

Previous studies have shown that many independent variables
affect LOS in all types of spinal surgery patients. Preoperative
factors associated with extended LOS include age, morbid
obesity, diabetes, metabolic syndrome, preoperative comorbid-
ities, opioid use, and unemployment.[19–23] Perioperative factors
associated with extended LOS include open surgery, use of
fibrin sealants, intraoperative complications, intraoperative fluid
administration, and drain use.[24–26] Moreover, postoperative
factors including blood transfusion and complications are also
associated with extended LOS.[14] Therefore, it is significantly
important to further understand the extent to which patient-
based comorbidities and postoperative complications contribute
to LOS prolongation.
Previous studies have shown that increase in age is an

important predictor of LOS prolongation after lumbar fu-
sion.[14,19] Zheng et al[14] used a multivariate analysis of 112
patients who underwent revision lumbar fusion between 1992
and 1999 and found that age-related increase was the only
significant predictor of LOS prolongation. Furthermore, Nie
et al[19] reported significant differences in the LOS between
elderly and middle-aged patients after lumbar discectomy. Our
study also shows that age is an important predictor of the LOS,
and an increase in age will significantly lead to prolonged LOS in
patients. Zheng et al[14] confirmed that the number of baseline
comorbidities in elderly patients increased significantly, and the
incidence of postoperative complications may be higher.
In the literature on lumbar fusion surgery, there is a lack of

research on the preoperative variable of “preoperative waiting
time.” Our study is the first to explore the effect of preoperative
waiting time on LOS prolongation after lumbar fusion and found
that an increase in preoperative waiting time (≥7 days) was
another important predictor of LOS prolongation. Orosz et al’s
prospective cohort study of 1206 hip fractures found that early
surgery after admission failed to improve the patient’s survival
rate or postoperative mobility, but could effectively reduce the
time of severe pain and the occurrence of stress ulcers while
5

reducing patient LOS (about 1.94 days).[27] Therefore, reducing
the preoperative waiting time can effectively shorten the patient’s
LOS, reduce hospitalization costs, speed up the utilization of
medical resources, and reduce patient suffering to improve
patient quality of life.
In addition, our study also showed that infectious complica-

tions and multiple surgeries are important predictors of LOS
prolongation in elderly patients. Gruskay et al’s study of 103
patients of all ages undergoing posterior lumbar surgery found
that the average LOS for patients with a complication was greater
than that for patients without a complication (5.1 days vs 2.9
days).[28] In our study, the average LOS for patients with and
without infectious complications was 33.38±14.60 days and
15.43±8.43 days, respectively, and the average LOS was
significantly prolonged in patients with infectious complications.
Furthermore, infectious complications are significantly associat-
ed withmultiple surgeries. Themain cause of multiple surgeries in
most patients is a postoperative infectious complication such as
wound infection requiring debridement and primary or second-
ary wound closure. Therefore, both of these factors were found to
be important predictors in the final multivariate analysis.
Previous studies have shown that ASA, operative time, and

levels instrumented are associated with extended LOS after
lumbar fusion.[14,27] Although these variables do not predict LOS
in our study, it is worth noting that all of these variables are
important in univariate analysis, and surgeons still should be
aware of and avoid these factors as much as possible.
Although we have found the important predictors of LOS

prolongation after elective posterior lumbar fusion in elderly
patients, there are still some limitations in this study. First, this is
a retrospective single-center study that could be influenced by the
common shortcomings of retrospective analysis, including
limitations that can potentially be affected by information and
patient selection bias. Second, the sample size was small.
Although we have identified an association, this does not mean
causality. Future multi-center studies with larger cohorts should
be conducted to identify different relevant factors to guide the
surgeon in preoperative planning. Other potential limitations
include differences in national health care systems, patient
inclusion guidelines, surgeons’ techniques, patients, and the
medical environment background. Although these are potential
weaknesses, this study is the first to identify important predictors
of LOS prolongation in elderly patients undergoing elective open
posterior lumbar fusion surgery.
5. Conclusion

In conclusion, the important predictors of LOS prolongation
after elective posterior lumbar fusion in elderly patients are age,
preoperative waiting time ≥7 days, infectious complications, and
multiple operations. Spinal surgeons should recognize and note
these risk factors while taking appropriate precautions to
optimize the modifiable factors, thereby reducing LOS and
hospitalization costs, and utilize the non-optimizable factors for
patient counseling and postoperative planning.
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